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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

An  important  issue  in  road traffic  safety  is  that  drivers  show  adverse  behavioral  adaptation  (BA)  to  driver
assistance  systems.  Haptic  steering  guidance  is an  upcoming  assistance  system  which  facilitates  lane-
keeping  performance  while  keeping  drivers  in  the loop,  and  which  may  be  particularly  prone  to BA.
Thus  far,  experiments  on  haptic  steering  guidance  have  measured  driver  performance  while  the  vehicle
speed was  kept  constant.  The  aim of  the  present  driving  simulator  study  was  to examine  whether  haptic
steering  guidance  causes  BA  in the  form  of speeding,  and  to  evaluate  two  types  of  haptic  steering  guidance
designed  not  to suffer  from  BA. Twenty-four  participants  drove  a 1.8  m  wide  car for  13.9  km  on  a  curved
road,  with  cones  demarcating  a single  2.2 m  narrow  lane.  Participants  completed  four  conditions  in a
counterbalanced  design:  no  guidance  (Manual),  continuous  haptic  guidance  (Cont),  continuous  guidance
that linearly  reduced  feedback  gains  from  full  guidance  at 125  km/h  towards  manual  control  at  130  km/h
and  above  (ContRF),  and  haptic  guidance  provided  only  when  the predicted  lateral  position  was  outside
a lateral  bandwidth  (Band).  Participants  were  familiarized  with  each  condition  prior  to the experimental
runs  and  were  instructed  to  drive  as they  normally  would  while  minimizing  the  number  of  cone  hits.
Compared  to  Manual,  the  Cont  condition  yielded  a significantly  higher  driving  speed  (on  average  by

7  km/h),  whereas  ContRF  and  Band  did  not.  All  three  guidance  conditions  yielded  better  lane-keeping
performance  than  Manual,  whereas  Cont  and  ContRF  yielded  lower  self-reported  workload  than  Manual.
In conclusion,  continuous  steering  guidance  entices  drivers  to  increase  their  speed,  thereby  diminishing
its  potential  safety  benefits.  It is possible  to  prevent  BA  while  retaining  safety  benefits  by  making  a design
adjustment  either  in  lateral  (Band)  or in  longitudinal  (ContRF)  direction.

© 2016  Published  by Elsevier  Ltd.
. Introduction

Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS) support drivers in
asks such as lane keeping, car following, braking, and obstacle
voidance (e.g., Eichelberger and McCartt, 2016; Ferguson et al.,
008). Generally, ADAS are developed with the goal to increase
omfort and safety, and numerous simulator-based and test-track
tudies have indeed shown such benefits (Bengler et al., 2014; Piao
nd McDonald, 2008). In reality, however, the anticipated safety
enefits are often diminished because drivers show behavioral
daptation (BA), such as driving with a higher speed, driving closer
o a lead vehicle, performing distractive non-driving tasks, or driv-

ng longer trips as compared to driving without ADAS (Elvik, 2013;
iraoka et al., 2010; Martens and Jenssen, 2012; Mehler et al., 2014;
ECD, 1990; Saad, 2006).

∗ Corresponding author.
E-mail address: j.c.f.dewinter@tudelft.nl (J.C.F. de Winter).

ttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.aap.2016.10.016
001-4575/© 2016 Published by Elsevier Ltd.
The ability to adapt is intrinsic to humans, and although adap-
tation can have positive effects in certain circumstances (e.g., close
following may  be beneficial in terms of highway capacity), most
transportation researchers are concerned with adaptations that
degrade the safety benefits that can be achieved with ADAS. For
example, Sagberg et al. (1996) observed a reduced time headway
among taxis equipped with an Anti-lock Braking System (ABS),
compared to taxis without ABS. Their results suggest that the taxi
drivers exploited the fact that ABS reduces the braking distance by
driving closer to the vehicle in front. Such BA with negative con-
sequences has been implicated in many types of ADAS including
not only ABS, but also adaptive cruise control (Panou et al., 2007),
lane departure warning systems (Rudin-Brown and Noy, 2002), and
collision avoidance systems (Janssen and Nilsson, 1993).

The psychological mechanisms behind BA are yet to be eluci-

dated, but it has been postulated that drivers exhibit a trade-off
between two conflicting motivations, namely arriving at a desti-
nation in time (efficiency) versus avoiding dangerous situations
(safety), and whereby the driver’s level of subjective risk (Näätänen

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.aap.2016.10.016
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/00014575
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/aap
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.aap.2016.10.016&domain=pdf
mailto:j.c.f.dewinter@tudelft.nl
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.aap.2016.10.016
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nd Summala, 1974; Wilde, 2013, 1998), task difficulty (Fuller,
005), or time/safety margins (Gibson and Crooks, 1938; Van
insum et al., 1999) are important homeostatic variables. Accord-

ngly, drivers adopt a higher speed or a shorter headway when the
riving task becomes easier, less risky, or less temporally demand-

ng due to a change in the road-vehicle-driver system, such as
mproved environmental conditions (e.g., when adding road light-
ng; Assum et al., 1999) or increased assistance in the car driving
ask (e.g., when using adaptive cruise control; Dragutinovic et al.,
005).

The magnitude of the BA effect is thought to depend on the time
riven with the ADAS, the driver’s attitude towards the ADAS (e.g.,
hether the driver uses the system to drive to the limit), driver

xperience, and the design of ADAS (Carsten et al., 2012; Saad et al.,
004; Sullivan et al., 2016). One supposedly important predictor of
A is the ‘noticeability’ of the ADAS: It has been said that ADAS
hich cause directly noticeable differences in the road-vehicle-
river system suffer from BA to a greater extent than ADAS that
o not (Elvik et al., 2004a,b). That is, if drivers are more aware that
DAS interferes with their driving task, it is more likely that they
ill adapt their behavior. For example, larger BA effects have been
emonstrated for driving with a night vision enhancement system
han for a non-visible feature such as electronic stability control
e.g., Hiraoka et al., 2010; Jiménez et al., 2008). Based on these find-
ngs it is expected that ADAS that continuously interact with the
river are more likely to suffer from BA than for instance emergency
ystems.

One type of ADAS that is growing in popularity and which may
e particularly prone to BA is haptic steering guidance. The phi-

osophy of haptic steering guidance is to use the control interface
s a medium of cooperation between the driver and an intelligent
ehicle, with the aim to keep the driver informed and involved
n the driving task, and to prevent the out-of-the-loop problems
hat occur in hands-free automated driving (Abbink et al., 2012;
lemisch et al., 2008; Griffiths and Gillespie, 2005; Johns et al., 2016;
ars et al., 2014a; O’Malley et al., 2006; Soualmi et al., 2014, see

etermeijer et al., 2015b for a review). Concretely, haptic steer-
ng guidance continuously assists drivers in the steering task by
roviding torques on the steering wheel based on the target steer-

ng behavior of an automated controller. The driver may  ‘relax’ his
uscles and conform to the applied torque, or may  steer against

t. Thus, the human and the machine are jointly steering the car,
nd the degree of support can vary along a continuous scale from
river-in-control (i.e., the driver has a firm grip on the steering
heel and overrides the applied torques) to machine-in-control

i.e., the driver has a very light grip on the steering wheel). Pre-
ious research has shown beneficial effects in terms of improved
ane-keeping performance, increased safety margins, and reduced
elf-reported workload for driving with steering guidance as com-
ared to unsupported driving (Mars et al., 2014b; Mulder et al.,
012; O’Malley et al., 2006). In summary, due to the continuous

nteraction, increased controllability, and reduced workload, haptic
teering guidance may  be highly susceptible to BA.

Recently, researchers have started to investigate the hypothesis
hat the beneficial effects of haptic guidance might be accom-
anied by unintended side effects. A driving simulator study by
etermeijer et al. (2015a) found that drivers showed dangerous
teering oscillations, also called ‘aftereffects’, after the steering
uidance failed prior to entering a curve. As with most research
n haptic steering guidance (e.g., Griffiths and Gillespie, 2005;
ohellebi et al., 2009; Mulder et al., 2012), the vehicle speed in

his study was  held constant. It is yet unknown whether partici-

ants driving with haptic steering guidance will show BA in terms
f increased driving speed when the guidance system is active and
unctioning normally. The only study on this topic found no BA with
ontinuous haptic steering guidance compared to manual driving
 Prevention 98 (2017) 372–387 373

(Mars et al., 2014b). The authors compared two  groups of partici-
pants in a driving simulator; one group drove with haptic steering
guidance and the other drove without. No statistically significant
speed difference was  found between the two  groups; however,
due to the between-subject design, this particular study may  have
lacked the statistical power to detect a difference in mean driving
speed.

The aim of the present research was twofold. As indicated above,
haptic steering guidance is a noticeable type of ADAS and may
therefore be highly susceptible to BA. Our first aim was to test the
hypothesis that haptic steering guidance causes BA operational-
ized as driving speed. Driving speed is a prime measure of BA with
strong implications for road safety (Elvik, 2013): An increase of
speed reduces a driver’s time to respond in an emergency scenario,
increases the probability of being involved in a crash, increases the
driver’s severity of injury if a crash occurs, and increases the sever-
ity of injury of (vulnerable) road users that are hit by the driver
(Aarts and Van Schagen, 2006; Elvik et al., 2004a,b; Hedlund, 2000).

Our second aim, anticipating on the hypothesized BA caused
by haptic steering guidance, was  to investigate the effectiveness
of two  types of haptic steering guidance that were developed to
mitigate speeding without compromising the beneficial effects of
guidance on safety and comfort. The first design (Band) incorpo-
rates a lateral bandwidth whereby the guidance engages only when
the vehicle deviates substantially from the lane center. This design
was previously tested at a constant driving speed and was  found
to mitigate effects of over-reliance in case the system suddenly
failed (Petermeijer et al., 2015a). The second design is a longitudinal
boundary system (ContRF) that removes the continuous guidance
when driving faster than a pre-defined speed threshold. These fun-
damentally different systems were both hypothesized to reduce
speeding: the Band condition is equivalent to driving manually
unless making a large lateral error (thereby providing guidance only
when needed), and the ContRF condition provides guidance in nor-
mal  conditions, but ceases to function when the driver adopts a high
speed (thereby removing the benefits of guidance when driving
fast).

This study evaluated driving behavior when driving with hap-
tic steering guidance systems on a narrow road with cones along
the entire road, compared to unsupported driving. Prior to each
guidance condition, drivers were familiarized with the working
mechanisms of the steering guidance. This was  done because a BA
effect may  appear only after a learning period that allows drivers
to develop a mental model of the system (Beggiato et al., 2015;
Bianchi Piccinini et al., 2014; Martens and Jenssen, 2012; Saad,
2006; Sullivan et al., 2016). To enhance the familiarization process,
each guidance condition was  explained to the participants in detail.
During the actual experiment, drivers were instructed to drive as
they normally would while minimizing the number of cone hits.
Drivers received real-time feedback on their lane-keeping perfor-
mance: a cone hit was  indicated by means of a red dot appearing
on the screen. The augmented feedback (i.e., red dots) and narrow
road were assumed to enhance the subjective risk and noticeability
of the lane-keeping benefits of the haptic guidance, and to discour-
age participants from driving at full speed (see Zhai et al., 2004 for
a speed-accuracy trade-off in lane keeping). Due to these factors, it
was expected that if haptic steering guidance suffers from BA, this
effect would be detected sooner. To investigate the potential risks
of speeding, a sharp curve was  introduced at the end of the trial
trajectory.

The aim of this study was to investigate the effect of three
different designs of haptic steering guidance on speeding. It was

hypothesized that when driving with continuous steering guid-
ance participants would adopt a higher speed than when driving
manually without support. Furthermore, a lateral and longitudi-
nal alternative steering guidance were tested. Both designs were
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ig. 1. Simulator environment including the car front and cone hit warning (i.e., red
ot). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader

s  referred to the web version of this article.)

ypothesized to not suffer from speed adaptations while retain-
ng a high lane-keeping performance compared to unsupported
riving. In order to offer a comprehensive evaluation and compar-

son between conditions, each design was assessed with respect to
ve categories of measures: speed, lane-keeping accuracy, safety
argin, workload, and system acceptance.

. Method

.1. Participants

Twenty-four participants (7 female) between 23 and 52 years
ld (M = 28.0, SD = 9.6) with normal or corrected-to-normal vision
olunteered for a driving simulator experiment. All participants
ad their driver’s license for at least five years. In response to the
uestion of how often they drove in the past 12 months, 6 partici-
ants reported to drive every day, 4 drove 4–6 days a week, 5 drove
–3 days per week, 5 drove once a month, 3 drove less than once a
onth, and 1 never. Regarding mileage in the past 12 months, the
ost frequently selected response category was 1.001–5.000 km

8 respondents), followed by 10.001–15.000 km (6 respondents),
nd 25.001–35.000 km (3 respondents). In an attempt to measure
articipants’ familiarity with automated driving systems, we  asked
hem whether they had ever heard of the Google Driverless Car.
he majority of participants (21 of 24, or 88%) indicated ‘yes’ to this
uestion, which is higher than a previously measured global aver-
ge of 52% obtained via an international Internet survey (Kyriakidis
t al., 2015).

.2. Apparatus

The experiment was conducted in a fixed-base simulator at the
ontrol and Simulation Department at the faculty of Aerospace
ngineering, Delft University of Technology. The steering wheel
as electronically actuated by a MOOG FCS ECol8000S Actuator

unning at 2500 Hz. Vehicle dynamics were simulated with a single-
rack model (heavy sedan of 1.8 m wide), having an automatic
earbox, and a maximum speed of 160 km/h. The scenery was
isualized using three LCD projectors with a horizontal and ver-
ical field-of-view of respectively 180◦ and 40◦. The visuals were
efreshed at 50 Hz, whereas the simulation and data logging were

pdated at 100 Hz. A car front was visualized to facilitate perception
f the car’s position relative to the road boundaries. Car vibrations
‘road rumble’) were simulated with a seat shaker implemented in
he driver’s seat.
 Prevention 98 (2017) 372–387

2.3. Designs of haptic steering guidance

In addition to the Manual condition, which simulated natural
self-alignment torques, three different methods were used to pro-
vide superimposed haptic guidance torques on the steering wheel.
Each of these three methods used a two-level algorithm which
was identical to previously published research (Abbink and Mulder,
2009; Mulder et al., 2008; Petermeijer et al., 2015a). The first level
calculated the desired steering angle based on a two-parameter
model that predicts the future lateral error between the lane cen-
ter and the middle of the car (efuture lat) and the future heading error
of the car (efuture heading) at a look-ahead time of 0.7 s. The first level
was identical for each of the three tested guidance conditions. At
the second level, the two  variables calculated in the first step were
converted to feedback torques according to an algorithm that was
different for each of the three guidance conditions.

2.3.1. Continuous steering guidance (Cont)
The system Cont forms the baseline for the haptic steering guid-

ance. It provides continuous feedback torques on the steering wheel
using the two-level architecture described above, for which the
second level is shown in Eq. 1.

Tfeedback =
(

efuture lat · P + efuture heading · D
)

· Kf (1)

The feedback gains were identical to Mulder et al. (2008), with
the force feedback gain (Kf ) = 2.0, the proportional gain (P) = 0.08,
and the derivative gain (D) = 0.9.

2.3.2. Continuous steering guidance with a reducing feedback
gain (ContRF)

The ContRF is a speed-dependent version of the continuous
guidance Cont. At speeds below 125 km/h the ContRF condition
functions identically to Cont. If the speed is greater than 125 km/h,
the feedback torque (Tfeedback) linearly reduces to zero, and beyond
speeds of 130 km/h it is identical to the Manual condition (see Eq.
2). The working principle of ContRF is to remove the guidance when
driving at excessive speeds, thereby theoretically mitigating speed
adaptation. The boundary of 125–130 km/h was chosen based on
results of pilot studies.

Tfeedback =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

(
efuture lat · P + efuture heading · D

)
· Kf for v < 125

(
efuture lat · P + efuture heading · D

)
· Kf · 130 − v

5
for 125 ≤ v  ≤ 130

0  for v > 130

(2)

2.3.3. Bandwidth guidance (Band)
The bandwidth guidance was  similar to the ‘double bandwidth’

system previously introduced by Petermeijer et al. (2015a). This
design was  shown to mitigate over-reliance on haptic guidance,
and may  be a viable solution to speed adaptation as well. The Band
condition has two states of operation. In State 1 the Band system
does not exert any torque when the virtual car is in the lane (i.e.,
absolute efuture lat is smaller than 0.2 m).  Once the efuture lat exceeds
this threshold, the system switches to State 2. In State 2 the system
exerts torque until the absolute efuture lat is below 0.1 m of the lane
center, as shown in Eqs. 3 and 4.

Tstate1 feedback =
{

0 for |efuture lat | < 0.2

efuture lat · P · Kf for |efuture lat | ≥ 0.2
(3)
Tstate2 feedback =
{

0 for |efuture lat | < 0.1

efuture lat · P · Kf for |efuture lat | ≥ 0.1
(4)
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Table 1
Means (M), standard deviations (SD), effect sizes (dz), and results of the repeated measures ANOVA (F, p) per dependent measure.

Manual (1) ContRF (2) Band (3) Cont (4) Pairwise comparisons

1–2 1–3 1–4 2–3 2–4 3–4
M  (SD) M (SD) M (SD) M (SD) p value F(3,69) p (dz) p (dz) p (dz) p (dz) p (dz) p (dz)

Speed
Mean speed (km/h) 105.7 (12.7) 106.4 (9.0) 108.3 (11.3) 113.3 (13.1) p = 0.001 F = 5.96 (0.22) (0.31) xx (0.74) (0.19) x (0.71) (0.43)
Percentage of time above 125 km/h (%) 9.8 (22.2) 5.3 (10.6) 13.4 (24.2) 23.8 (31.6) p = 6.57 × 10−4 F = 6.44 (0.20) (0.28) x (0.72) (0.43) xx (0.76) (0.38)
Lane-keeping performance
Percentage time off-road (%) 7.21 (4.36) 3.32 (2.24) 3.92 (2.49) 3.40 (2.67) p = 2.51 × 10−10 F = 22.68 xxx (1.58) xxx (1.07) xxx (1.36) (0.37) (0.00) (0.32)
Mean  absolute lateral error (m)  0.087 (0.014) 0.074 (0.010) 0.086 (0.011) 0.074 (0.012) p = 1.08 × 10−11 F = 27.10 xxx (1.47) (0.01) xxx (1.13) xxx (1.33) (0.06) xxx (1.31)
Maximum absolute lateral error (m)  0.47 (0.15) 0.33 (0.06) 0.37 (0.14) 0.38 (0.24) p = 2.17 × 10−7 F = 14.42 xxx (1.32) xx (0.75) xxx (1.22) (0.35) (0.04) (0.24)
Mean  lane return time (s) 3.19 (1.64) 2.03 (1.16) 2.00 (1.07) 1.72 (0.73) p = 4.41 × 10−6 F = 11.22 xx (0.85) x (0.70) xxx (1.35) (0.02) (0.28) (0.22)
Workload
Mean  absolute feedback torque (Nm) 0.19 (0.03) 0.06 (0.03) 0.21 (0.04) p = 1.95 × 10−22 F = 179.15 xxx (3.38) x (0.60) xxx (3.90)
Steering  reversal rate (Hz) 0.73 (0.23) 0.49 (0.17) 0.64 (0.17) 0.51 (0.17) p = 6.04 × 10−14 F = 35.31 xxx (2.09) (0.57) xxx (1.58) xxx (1.45) (0.17) xx (0.83)
NASA-TLX (%) 47.78 (12.12) 33.26 (11.70) 42.19 (16.07) 32.81 (13.19) p = 2.64 × 10−6 F = 11.74 xxx (1.22) (0.42) xx (0.86) (0.58) (0.00) (0.50)
Mean  absolute driver torque (Nm) 0.75 (0.07) 0.72 (0.06) 0.75 (0.06) 0.76 (0.08) p = 0.047 F = 2.78 (0.37) (0.06) (0.16) (0.37) x (0.61) (0.20)
System  acceptance
Satisfaction scale (−2,2) 0.88 (0.52) 0.52 (0.69) 0.79 (0.73) p = 0.076 F = 2.72 (0.45) (0.10) (0.31)
Usefulness scale (−2,2) 0.98 (0.35) 0.83 (0.44) 0.92 (0.50) p = 0.410 F = 0.92 (0.23) (0.12) (0.17)

x: p < 0.05, xx: p < 0.01, xxx: p < 0.001.
Note:  F(2,46) for the mean absolute feedback torque, satisfaction scale, and usefulness scale.
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or  the Cont and ContRF conditions are overlapping. Fourth: the percentage of parti

.4. Road environment

All participants drove each trial on the same narrow single-lane
oad (2.2 m wide and 13.9 km long), driving in one of the four con-
itions (Manual, ContRF, Band, or Cont). The road width of 2.2 m
nd car width of 1.8 m allowed 0.2 m on both sides of the car before

 cone would be hit. The first 12 km of the trajectory contained
hree types of curves with inner radii of 1500 m,  750 m,  and 500 m,
espectively. This road design assured that no braking was required
efore curves (i.e., curves could be taken full throttle), and that the

ateral accelerations stayed at all times in the linear region where
he simulated car dynamics are valid (Dixon, 1988). To investigate
he downsides of potential speeding, a sharp curve to the right was
ntroduced at the end of the trajectory (inner radius of 300 m and
00 m long) for which the physically maximum speed was  approxi-
ately 125 km/h. That is, driving faster than 125 km/h would result

n the car veering off the road on the outside of the curve. Before
ach experimental trial, participants were familiarized with the
uidance by means of a training run. The roads of the training runs
ere identical to the first three quarters (10.5 km)  of the road in the

ubsequent experimental trials. Speed perception was enhanced
y means of trees alongside the road. Cones were placed along the
ntire road with a distance of 8 m between cones. A cone hit was
isualized with a red dot on the side where the car hit a cone (Fig. 1).
o on-road obstacles and no traffic were simulated.

.5. Experimental design

The four conditions were presented in a counterbalanced
ithin-subjects design. Prior to the experiment participants read

nd signed an informed consent form, explaining the purpose,
nstructions, and procedures of the study. Participants were
nformed about the availability of each steering guidance and were
old to keep both hands on the steering wheel in a ten-to-two

osition at all times. Participants were instructed to drive as they
ormally would and to minimize the number of cone hits. No speed
dvice was given and any questions regarding speed were not
nswered.
an speed across all participants per condition. The horizontal dashed lines indicate
ll participants combined per condition. Cones were 8 m apart. The cone hit results

ts who  drove faster than 125 km/h per condition.

Before entering the driving simulator, participants completed a
questionnaire regarding their driving experience as well as a Driver
Behaviour Questionnaire (DBQ) containing seven violation items
(De Winter and Dodou, 2016). A previous meta-analysis indicated
that the DBQ violations scale has a moderately strong relationship
(r = 0.24) with recorded measures of speed and speeding (De Winter
et al., 2015).

Prior to each trial, a training run of approximately six minutes
was performed (i.e., fixed distance of 10.5 km). Six minutes was
considered sufficient to become familiar with a guidance system
(McGehee et al., 2004). To enhance the familiarization process, two
actions were taken. First, the experimenter explained the work-
ing mechanism of each guidance system, but not the underlying
hypothesis. Second, participants were stimulated to experience the
guidance’s working mechanism by allowing them to drive without
negative consequences (i.e., cone hits were not counted but still
visualized). To emphasize the importance of understanding each
guidance condition, the experimenter orally motivated the driver
to experience the mechanism of each guidance condition at least
once. For ContRF, this meant that the driving speed was  at least
once above 130 km/h, so that the participants could feel the steer-
ing guidance being absent when driving fast. For Cont this came
down to driving with large lateral errors to feel the feedback force
increasing, and for Band drivers were asked to let go of the steering
wheel to observe that the guidance turns on just before hitting the
cones.

After each trial, participants were informed about the number
of cone hits and were requested to step out of the simulator for a
5 min  break and to fill out three questionnaires: a NASA Task Load
Index (NASA-TLX) (Hart and Staveland, 1988) to assess workload,
an acceptance questionnaire (Van der Laan et al., 1997) to assess
satisfaction and usefulness of the guidance, and a simulator sick-
ness item. In the latter, participants needed to indicate whether
they were feeling simulator sickness on a scale from 1 to 6 (1 = not

experiencing any nausea, no sign of symptoms, 2 = arising symp-
toms (like a feeling in the abdomen), but no nausea, 3 = slightly
nauseous, 4 = nauseous, 5 = very nauseous, retching, 6 = vomiting).
A response of 4 or higher would stop the experiment. The total
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ith  Cont than ContRF. 10 participants experienced the reduction of ContRF guidan

xperiment, including filling out all questionnaires, took approxi-
ately 1.5 h per participant.

.6. Dependent measures

The data measured on the first and last 400 m of the trajectory
ere discarded, because of the initial accelerations and final decel-

rations of the simulated vehicle. This resulted in a 13.1 km long
rajectory that was used in the analysis. The dependent measures
hat were calculated were categorized into speed, performance,
orkload, safety, and system acceptance.

.6.1. Vehicle speed
Mean Speed (km/h). This was the primary BA effect of interest.
Percentage of Time Above 125 km/h (%). The 125 km/h threshold

orresponds to the lower speed threshold of the ContRF guidance.

.6.2. Performance
Percentage Time Off-Road (%), which is the amount of time that

he car drives outside the cone boundaries (i.e., the middle of the
ar deviates more than 0.2 m from the lane center), expressed as a
ercentage of the total driving time.

Mean and Maximum Absolute Lateral Error (m). The absolute lat-
ral error was defined as the distance from the middle of the car
owards the center of the lane. The absolute lateral error and time
ff-road are measures of lane-keeping accuracy.

Mean Lane Return Time (s). This measure represents the time

rom the moment the car crosses the cone boundary (i.e., center of
he car within 0.2 m of the lane center) to the moment of returning
he car back within the cone boundaries for at least 5 s. This serves
s measure of controllability.
d to Cont condition. The blue line indicates equal speed for both conditions. The
eed threshold when driving with ContRF. 18 out of the 24 participants drove faster
rcles and triangles combined).

2.6.3. Workload
NASA-TLX Subjective Workload (%). After each trial, partici-

pants were asked to indicate their workload on six items: Mental
Demand, Physical Demand, Temporal Demand, Performance, Effort,
and Frustration. Items were scored on a 21-point scale from very
low to very high, except for Performance, which ranged from per-
fect to failure.  The overall workload was  calculated as the arithmetic
mean of the six items (Cain, 2007; Hart and Staveland, 1988).

Steering Reversal Rate (reversals/s). The steering reversal rate
was defined as the number of times that the steering wheel was
reversed by a magnitude greater than 2 deg (McLean and Hoffmann,
1975). It was calculated by determining the local minima and max-
ima  of the steering wheel angle, and if the difference between two
adjacent peaks was greater than 2 deg, it was counted as a reversal.
This measure can be considered an objective indicator of workload
(Johansson et al., 2004).

Mean Absolute Feedback Torque (Nm). The feedback torque is the
torque superimposed on the driver by the haptic steering guid-
ance. A high mean feedback torque means that more guidance was
applied.

Mean Absolute Driver Torque (Nm). The driver torque is the
torque applied by the driver on the steering wheel, and was  con-
sidered as a measure of the driver’s physical effort.

2.6.4. Safety margins
Median Time to Line Crossing (TLC) (s). The median TLC was

approximated using the lateral speed and lateral acceleration (Van
Winsum et al., 2000). The TLC was set at 0 s when driving outside
the lane boundaries. Because TLC varies much during lane keep-
ing, an additional fine-grained analysis was  performed by binning

the TLC values into four groups of safety margins: out of bound
(TLC = 0 s), low safety margin (0 s < TLC ≤ 2 s), moderate safety mar-
gin (2 s < TLC ≤ 4 s), and high safety margin (TLC > 4 s). These TLC
bins were roughly based on previous studies which have assessed
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LC or time-to-collision (TTC) in terms of subjective risk (Kondoh
t al., 2006), criteria for driver impairment (Brookhuis et al., 2003),
nd self-chosen occlusion times (Godthelp et al., 1984).

.6.5. System acceptance
An acceptance questionnaire (Van der Laan et al., 1997) was

sed to assess system acceptance on two dimensions, a usefulness
cale and an affective satisfaction scale. This questionnaire con-
isted of nine items, scored between +2 and −2. The usefulness scale
as obtained by taking the average score for the items: Useful-
seless, Bad-Good*, Effective-Superfluous, Assisting-Worthless,
nd Raising Alertness-Sleep-inducing. The satisfaction scale was the
verage score for the items: Pleasant-Unpleasant, Nice-Annoying,
rritating-Likable*, and Undesirable-Desirable*. Appropriate sign
eversals were conducted for the items indicated with an asterisk.

.7. Statistical analyses

For each dependent measure, a matrix of 24 × 4 numbers was
btained (24 participants and 4 conditions). This matrix was rank-
ransformed according to Conover and Iman (1981) to account for
ossible violations of the assumption of normality associated with
arametric tests. The rank-transformed matrix, consisting of num-
ers from 1 to 96, was submitted to a repeated measures ANOVA
ith the four conditions as within-subjects factor. Bonferroni cor-

ections were applied to the six pairwise comparisons between the
onditions. The dz effect sizes for pairwise comparisons were cal-
ulated using Eq. 5 (Faul et al., 2007), where �x−y is the mean
f the difference and �x−y is the standard deviation of the dif-
erence. Redundancies/associations between dependent measures
ere assessed by means of Spearman rank-order correlation coef-
cients.
z = |�x−y|
�x−y

(5)
e fraction is plotted in the middle of each bin. The red and green lines indicate the
rpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to

3. Results

During the training run, all participants had experienced
the mechanism of each guidance condition at least once. This
exploratory behavior during training was not analyzed.

3.1. Vehicle speed

Table 1 shows the means and standard deviations for all depen-
dent measures, the results of repeated measures ANOVA, and the
pairwise comparisons. Participants’ mean speeds were significantly
different between the four conditions, F(3,69) = 5.96, p = 0.001.
When supported by Cont, participants drove significantly faster (on
average by 7 km/h, with medium effect sizes) compared to Con-
tRF and Manual. No statistically significant speed differences were
observed between Manual and the two guidance conditions that
were hypothesized not to suffer from BA (i.e., ContRF and Band).
Fig. 2 shows the mean speed, cumulative number of cone hits, and
percentage of participants exceeding the 125 km/h threshold as a
function of travelled distance. It can be seen that participants in all
four conditions drove faster on the long straight than on the other
parts of the route. The difference in mean speeds between Cont and
the three other conditions occurred both on straights and in curves
(Fig. 2).

The average (SD) completion times of the 13.1 km trajectory
were 440 s (52), 435 s (39), 428 s (45), and 411 s (48), for Manual,
ContRF, Band, and Cont, respectively. Note that the mean speed
and completion times show a perfect negative Spearman correla-
tion (� = −1), and so the completion times were not subjected to
statistical tests.

Participants in the ContRF condition drove slower than the
125 km/h threshold for on average 94.7% of the time, effectively
resulting in an identical guidance as the continuous guidance. A
majority of 14 out of 24 participants in the ContRF condition never
exceeded the lower speed threshold of 125 km/h (Fig. 3). Even

though ContRF and Cont effectively were identical conditions for
most of the driving time, the speed distribution between these
two conditions was  notably different (Fig. 4). Fig. 4 shows a drop
for the ContRF just before the lower speed threshold, whereas for
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Fig. 5. Mean scores on the NASA-TL

he Cont condition, no such drop can be seen. Fig. 4 further shows
hat a larger fraction of the speed distribution of the Cont condi-
ion is located above the 125 km/h threshold as compared to the
hree other conditions, an effect that is statistically significant with
espect to the Manual and ContRF conditions (Table 1).

.2. Performance

All three steering guidance conditions yielded strongly
mproved lane-keeping performance compared to the Manual con-
ition, in terms of a lower time off-road, lower maximum absolute

ateral error, and lower lane return time (Table 1; Fig. 2). Band and
anual yielded significantly higher mean absolute lateral errors

han ContRF and Cont (Table 1), which may  be caused by the fact
hat Band provided no guidance for on average 84% of the driv-
ng time and therefore mostly functioned identically to the Manual
ondition. No statistically significant differences in lane-keeping
erformance were found between ContRF and Cont.

.3. Workload

Table 1 shows that the self-reported workload (NASA-TLX score)
nd objective workload (steering reversal rate) were significantly
igher for Manual than for Cont and ContRF. For each of the six
ASA-TLX items, the Manual condition yielded higher workload

cores than the Cont and ContRF conditions, with statistically sig-
ificant effects for the Mental Demand, Performance, and Effort

tems (Fig. 5). Furthermore, the Band condition yielded significantly
igher Mental Demand than the Cont condition.

The mean feedback torque provided by the guidance was  signif-
cantly different between all conditions. Band yielded significantly
ess feedback torque (M = 0.06 Nm)  than the continuous guidance
onditions (ContRF M = 0.19 Nm and Cont M = 0.21 Nm). No feed-
ack torque was applied during the Manual condition. Moreover,
he results showed that lower physical effort (driver torque) was
btained for driving with ContRF than for driving with Cont guid-
nce.

.4. Safety margins

Substantially higher safety margins in terms of median TLC were
ound for ContRF and Cont compared to Manual and Band (Table 2).
dditionally, slightly higher safety margins were adopted for Con-
RF than Cont, although not statistically significant (p = 0.071). In
he ContRF and Cont conditions, participants drove less often with

 low safety margin but more often with a high safety margin, as
ompared to the Manual and Band conditions. Overall driving with
p < 0.05, xx: p < 0.01, xxx: p < 0.001.

ContRF and Cont resulted in the highest safety margins in terms of
median TLC and TLC > 4 s.

3.5. System acceptance

Table 1 shows a lower satisfaction score for Band than for Con-
tRF and Cont, although not statistically significant (F(2,46) = 2.72,
p = 0.076). No difference was  found for the usefulness scale either
(F(2,46) = 0.92, p = 0.410).

3.6. Sharp curve

The performance measures were calculated separately for the
300 m long sharp curve segment at the end of the trajectory. The
results did not show significant differences in lane-keeping perfor-
mance between the four conditions. Nevertheless, the two  largest
absolute lateral errors (1.4 m and 0.6 m,  respectively) were found
for the two  participants driving in the Cont condition. These two
participants adopted relatively high speeds at the entrance of the
sharp curve of 135 km/h (rank 1/96) and 117 km/h (rank 12/96),
respectively. Fig. 6 shows (1) the curvature, (2) the mean speed
(km/h), (3) the mean absolute lateral error (m), (4) the median
TLC (s), and (5) the standard deviation of the steering wheel angle
among the participants as a function of travelled distance in the
sharp curve. The sharp curve resulted in two  distinct peaks in the
mean absolute lateral error. The first peak (about 10 m into the
curve) is caused by most participants slightly cutting the curve on
the inside, whereas the second peak (70 m into the curve) is mainly
caused by most participants veering to the outside of the curve.
Critical safety margins (median TLC < 1 s) were observed for all con-
ditions when entering the sharp curve. For continuous guidance,
there were large steering angle differences between participants.
Large mean maximum absolute lateral errors were obtained for
the Cont (0.20 m)  and Manual (0.19 m) conditions compared to the
ContRF (0.16 m)  and Band (0.16 m)  conditions.

3.7. Supplementary analyses

The Spearman correlation coefficients between the mean speed
and the mean absolute lateral error were 0.40, 0.31, 0.14, and 0.11
for the Manual, ContRF, Band, and Cont conditions, respectively
(see Appendix A). This suggests that driving speed moderately
yet consistently influenced task performance, presumably due to

a speed-accuracy trade-off (cf. Zhai et al., 2004). In the simula-
tor sickness item, none of the participants responded 4 (nauseous)
or higher, and thus everyone finished the experiment. Specifically,
the number of responses being 1 (not experiencing any nausea), 2
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f  traveled distance in the sharp curve. The top figure shows the curvature (i.e., 1/ra

arising symptoms),  and 3 (slightly nauseous) were 61, 27, and 8,
espectively. The Spearman correlation coefficients between the
ean speed on the one hand, and the mean DBQ violations score,

he driving frequency, and the mileage in the last 12 months, on the
ther, ranged between −0.06 and 0.25 (Appendix A). When averag-
ng the speed across the four conditions, the DBQ-speed correlation

as 0.24, which is in line with a previously published meta-analysis
De Winter et al., 2015) but not significantly different from zero
p = 0.262). These findings suggest that the degree of behavioral
daptation is not associated with these personal characteristics in

 practically significant manner.

. Discussion

.1. Main results

The aim of this study was to investigate the effects of haptic
teering guidance on speeding, and to evaluate two variations of
aptic driver support that were designed to mitigate such speed-

ng. To understand driving behavior better, we also assessed the
ffects on lane-keeping performance, safety margins, workload,
nd driver acceptance. The mean speeds in the Manual, ContRF,
and, and Cont conditions were 105.7, 106.4, 108.3, and 113.3 km/h,
espectively, with statistically significant differences between Cont
nd Manual and between Cont and ContRF. These results confirm
he hypothesis that continuous haptic steering guidance causes
rivers to drive faster, which diminishes the safety benefits of this
ssistive technology as compared to fixed-speed simulator studies.
he results are in accordance with results from earlier BA studies
egarding other types of ADAS, such as obstacle avoidance systems
nd night vision enhancement system (Hiraoka et al., 2010; Janssen
nd Nilsson, 1993).
The laterally adjusted (Band) and longitudinally adjusted (Con-
RF) guidance conditions that were designed to mitigate speeding
ere both successful in achieving this objective, while retaining a
igh lane-keeping performance. Compared to the Manual and Band
d deviation of the steering wheel angle (deg) among the participants as a function
n meters).

conditions, participants driving with Cont and ContRF were bet-
ter able to center the car in the middle of the road at a reduced
workload. The results further showed that compared to the Man-
ual condition, Cont provided increased safety margins in terms of
TLC despite a higher mean speed (which correlates negatively with
TLC, see Supplementary materials), signifying that drivers could
afford to safely increase their speed due to the benefits offered by
the haptic steering guidance. ContRF had even slightly higher safety
margins than Cont, possibly due to the lower driving speed in this
condition.

4.2. Effectiveness of ContRF in preventing speeding

Even though Cont and ContRF were effectively identical systems
for 95% of the driving time, ContRF successfully prevented speed
adaptation. The ContRF threshold of 125 km/h was  well above the
average driving speed of 108.4 km/h, and 14 of the 24 participants
never experienced the reduction of guidance during their trials (i.e.,
their speed was  always below 125 km/h). The effectiveness of the
ContRF guidance despite the fact that drivers only rarely experi-
enced it suggests that BA does not necessarily manifest itself as
a function of current ADAS intervention and visibility but rather
that expected (loss) of functionality offers a remedy against BA. The
effects may  be explained with the help of the theories of safety
margins and risk compensation introduced above: arguably, drivers
in the Cont condition speeded up compared to the Manual condi-
tion because the guidance lowered their subjective risk level and
increased safety margins. With ContRF, participants did not expe-
rience such a reduction in subjective risk because they had been
instructed and trained that the benefits of this assistive system
would disappear when driving fast.

The working mechanism of the ContRF system may be further

explained by means of an analogy previously introduced by Wilde
(1998): on the one hand engineers make driving safer by offering
forgiveness in case of an accident (e.g., seat belts, airbags, crash-
worthy car design, etc.), yet on the other hand they make the
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consequences of dangerous behavior more severe (e.g., by imple-
menting speed bumps). A similar type of conflicting safety policy
applies to the ContRF system, where on the one hand driving safety
is enhanced by offering guidance on the steering wheel, yet speed-
ing is discouraged by taking away the same guidance. Perhaps
people need such opposing motivation to use ADAS in a responsible
manner.

At present, it is difficult to establish whether the effectiveness of
ContRF is caused by conscious (‘explicit’) mechanisms or by uncon-
scious (‘implicit’) mechanisms (cf. Evans, 2008). Regarding implicit
mechanisms, it may  be argued that the ContRF system gives physi-
cal feedback about the objective level of risk (speed) at a subcortical
neuromuscular level (cf. Abbink et al., 2011). Loosely speaking,
because participants received the haptic feedback directly on their
hands, they may  have reflexively and habitually responded to this
feedback, without being consciously aware of this. Alternatively,
participants may  have been explicitly aware of the fact that the
haptic feedback disappears when driving fast, either through the
training they had received or through the fact that the disappear-
ance of feedback is emotionally arousing and leaves a consciously
accessible trace in memory. Future research should investigate
which implicit or explicit mechanisms are underlying factors in
BA prevention technologies. For example, to gain more insight into
the explicit factors behind a behavioral change, a verbal protocol
method could be used (Banks et al., 2014).

4.3. Speed parameters of the ContRF system

The ContRF system does not necessarily represent the optimal
solution to prevent BA and may  be refined in various ways. In this
study, the lower speed threshold was  set fairly high (125 km/h)
with the reduction occurring over a relatively small speed range
(125–130 km/h), in order to keep the benefits of continuous guid-
ance and to ensure a noticeable feedback reduction. The question
remains what would happen if one changes these design param-
eters. For example, it is possible to lower the speed thresholds
towards the average speed in manual driving, so that almost all par-
ticipants have to make a decision between using guidance versus
adopting a high speed. Similarly, it is possible to conceive a system
that reduces the guidance over a broad speed range so that each
driver has to achieve a trade-off along a continuum between safety
and efficiency. These topics can be addressed in future research to
improve the understanding of BA preventing technologies.

4.4. Effectiveness of the band system

In accordance with previous research, driving with both the
continuous guidance and the bandwidth guidance was  found to
improve drivers’ lane-keeping performance compared to manual
driving (Flemisch et al., 2008; Kienle et al., 2012; Marchal-Crespo
et al., 2010; Petermeijer et al., 2015a). More specifically, in our
study, the Band condition yielded substantially improved time off-
road compared to the Manual condition, but it did not improve the
mean absolute lateral error. Furthermore, no statistically significant
difference in overall self-reported workload was  found between
Manual and Band. These effects can be explained by the fact that
Band and Manual were largely identical when driving inside the
lane, with no haptic guidance offered in the Band condition on
average for 84% of the time. The working principle of the Band
system corresponds to marketed lane-keeping assistance systems
(e.g., Daimler, 2013; Volvo Car Corporation, 2015), which also guide
the driver away from lane boundaries rather than towards the lane

center as the Cont system.

The fact that the Band system closely resembles manual driv-
ing for the majority of the driving time may  be the reason that
it prevents BA in the form of speeding and aftereffects when the
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ystem fails or disengages. The latter statement is in line with a
revious field study conducted by Breyer et al. (2010), which did
ot find evidence of adverse aftereffects for a corrective steering
ystem that was deactivated after a prolonged exposure to the sys-
em. Our bandwidth condition functioned similarly to Breyer et al.’s
orrective steering system by supporting the driver when cross-
ng a lane boundary, yet allowing the driver to sway within the
ane boundaries. In summary, the satisficing approach (i.e., keep-
ng the driver fully in charge when driving in the lane; see also
oodrich et al., 2000; Summala, 2007), as opposed to the optimiz-

ng approach (i.e., continuous guidance), has the advantage that no
A occurs and no adverse steering aftereffects are evoked during a
udden transition of control to manual driving (Breyer et al., 2010;
etermeijer et al., 2015a). However, this occurs at the cost of an ele-
ated workload and worse lane-centering performance compared
o continuous guidance.

.5. Experimental conditions that give rise to behavioral
daptation

The speed adaptation of 7 km/h for continuous guidance is dif-
erent from findings by Mars et al. (2014b) who  did not find a
tatistically significant speed difference between a group of 12 par-
icipants driving with haptic steering guidance and another group
f 12 participants driving manually. First, the focus of the Mars
t al. study is different from ours: whereas Mars et al. measured
ow driving speed evolves with practice across twelve 4.3 km laps
ver two days, the present study investigated more immediate
peed adaptations in 24.4 km of driving per condition (10.5 km
raining plus an experimental drive of 13.9 km). Second, although

 between-subjects design is methodologically strong because it
revents carry-over effects between conditions, large individual
ifferences in speed make it less likely to observe statistically sig-
ificant effects in a between-subjects design as compared to a
ithin-subject design. Third, in our experiment, the road was nar-

ow and salient concurrent performance feedback was provided
y means of a red dot when hitting a cone, whereas in the study
y Mars et al. this was not the case. Due to the narrow road and
nowledge-of-results feedback, drivers can be assumed to have
een well aware of the improved lane-keeping performance facili-
ated by haptic guidance. The noticeability of the guidance benefits
ombined with the extended familiarization period could explain
hy strong speed differences were observed in the present 1.5 h

ong experiment.

.6. Risks of behavioral adaptation

Despite its higher speed, Cont yielded higher safety margins
nd better lane-keeping performance (in terms of lower time off-
oad, maximum lateral error, and absolute lateral error) than the
anual condition. This raises the fundamental question: why is BA

egarded as undesirable if driving performance and safety margins
re actually improved? When haptic steering guidance is within
ts operational limits it can indeed be considered favorable to
nsupported driving. However, when haptic steering guidance is
utside its operational limits a higher speed implies higher crash
isk, higher injury severity, and lower time to respond. In fact, for

 given speed the crash risk may  be even worse than in manual
riving due to the aforementioned aftereffects (Petermeijer et al.,
015a). The adverse effects of speeding were illustrated by a large

ane exit when entering a sharp curve at high speed (Fig. 6). Hav-
ng the unrealistic trust that haptic steering guidance (or any other

ntelligent vehicle or automated driving system for that matter) can
nticipate sharp curves at all times, may  lead to dangerous situa-
ions. The sharp curve is merely one example; there are numerous
ther examples like sensor failure, an obstacle on the road, or com-
 Prevention 98 (2017) 372–387

puter failure, that can unexpectedly push haptic steering guidance
outside its operational envelope. The philosophy behind haptic
steering guidance is to incorporate the best of both—a human’s cre-
ative solutions combined with a machine’s accurate and consistent
performance. However, if drivers over-trust the machine and adopt
an excessive speed the calibration in this team performance is off,
which may in turn result in a loss of control.

4.7. Self-reported satisfaction and usefulness of the haptic
steering guidance

A support system should be perceived useful and satisficing to
be accepted by drivers in a commercial vehicle. The results of the
acceptance questionnaire showed that all three guidance condi-
tions were well liked, with average scores above zero for both the
usefulness and satisfaction dimensions. The Band system showed
slightly and non-significantly lower acceptance than Cont and Con-
tRF; it might be that participants experienced the sudden increase
in feedback force when crossing a lane as annoying. This is in accor-
dance with results by Navarro et al. (2010) and De Winter et al.
(2008), who found that participants gave relatively low ratings of
acceptance to a discontinuous haptic intervention on the steering
wheel or gas pedal, respectively. Discontinuous haptic feedback
may  cause unwanted reflexes/overshoots, excessive wear of hard-
ware, or timing problems associated with the balance between false
alarms and missed detections (De Winter et al., 2008; Navarro et al.,
2010). It is interesting that the ContRF condition, which did not
function above 130 km/h, did not show lower acceptance than the
three other conditions. The relatively high acceptance for ContRF
may  have been caused by the fact that it took the guidance away in
a gradual manner yet clearly communicated the ADAS functionality
and availability. Alternatively, participants may  have thought Con-
tRF was  helpful for the reason that it prevented them from driving
excessively fast.

4.8. Temporal effects of behavioral adaptation

During this study, participants were exposed to each condition
for about 13 min, hence only measuring the initial and short-term
BA effects. Previous research suggests that the degree of experi-
ence with the system is important in assessing BA (Martens and
Jenssen, 2012; Panou et al., 2007; see also Mars et al., 2014b who
found that driving speed increased with the amount of experi-
ence). Considering that trust in ADAS and mental models grow
over periods of weeks or months (Beggiato et al., 2015), it is plau-
sible that the speed difference between Cont and Manual may be
even larger than 7 km/h in the long run. The present participants,
many of whom were recruited from the technical university com-
munity, may  be more familiar with intelligent vehicle technology,
and more likely to understand the working mechanisms of such
technology, than the general public. This was exemplified by the
fact that only 3 of 24 participants had not heard of the Google
Driverless Car before, which is considerably lower than Kyriakidis
et al. (2015) who  reported that 48% of 4845 respondents in an
international crowdsourced sample had not heard of the Google
Driverless car. Thus, it remains to be investigated how our BA find-
ings generalize to the general population, who may need a longer
period to grow accustomed to haptic guidance technology. The cor-
relations between the driving experience variables and the mean
speed were 0.25 at maximum and so explained up to 6% of the
variance, suggesting that the degree of BA of a driver is not easily

predictable from a person’s level of driving experience. At present,
the relation between short- and long-term BA effects is unknown
(De Winter and Dodou, 2011), and it is recommended to obtain a
better understanding of this topic by means of longitudinal studies.
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In our study, BA was operationalized as increased driving speed,
nd driving performance was quantified in terms of lane-keeping
erformance and safety margins, which are measures that are
ausally related to safety. We  also measured workload, and found
hat Cont yielded lower scores on the Mental Demand item of
ASA-TLX than Manual and Band. This may  be because the lat-

er two conditions required the driver to keep visually attentive,
hereas the former provided continuous assistance on the steer-

ng wheel. Researchers have pointed out that reduced attentiveness
tself should also be regarded as a manifestation of BA (e.g., Elvik,
013). Indeed, it is possible that low mental workload associates
ith low attentiveness and complacency, poor performance in

eclaiming manual control, and an inclination towards perform-
ng non-driving tasks behind the wheel (De Winter and Dodou,
011; Young and Stanton, 2002). Future research, conducted across
ultiple days or months, should establish the optimal range of
orkload (see also De Waard, 1996). That is, on the one hand, it

an be argued that a reduction of workload leaves mental spare
apacity for scanning objects in the environment and for enhancing
ituation awareness (e.g., McDowell et al., 2008), whereas on the
ther hand the aforementioned mental underload is a risk factor
oo (Young and Stanton, 2002).

.9. Driving simulators versus on-road driving

The lane-keeping performance obtained in this study is slightly
etter than found in real cars, with a standard deviation of lat-
ral position [SDLP] of about 0.10 m,  whereas values of 0.15–0.20 m
re typically observed in on-road experiments (see Veldstra et al.,
015; Verster and Roth, 2011). This difference may  be caused by the
act that our study featured a narrow road and real-time feedback
n performance.

Participants in our study adopted high mean speeds of 110 km/h
espite the fact that the road was narrow and contained various
urves. The relatively high speed in a driving simulator may  be
xplained by the fact there were no road users sharing the road
ith the participant, as well as by incorrect speed perception and

ow perceived risk when driving in a simulator (De Winter et al.,
012; Wallis et al., 2007). Drivers in a simulator do not experience

 real risk of crashing, which is a downside of using a driving sim-
lator as opposed to a real car, especially because subjective risk

s considered to be an important determinant of BA (Näätänen and
ummala, 1974; Wilde, 1998).

Nevertheless, simulators offer important advantages compared
o tests in real cars. For example, it would be technically, legally,
nd ethically challenging to expose participants to a sharp curve
n a real road in a controlled manner. Regarding ethical and legal
mplications, it may  be debated whether the ContRF system, which
emoves haptic guidance when driving faster than 125 km/h so
hat drivers are ‘on their own’, is an acceptable type of driver sup-
ort in real traffic. Here, valuable lessons may  be learned from
xisting lane-keeping assistance systems, which all have various

unctional limitations. For example, current lane-keeping systems
o not function above 200 km/h, when lane markers are absent,

n sharp curves, or on narrow roads (e.g. Daimler, 2013; Volvo Car
orporation, 2015).
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Although simulators have various limitations, their relative
validity (i.e., the effect sizes between the pairwise comparisons)
may  still be high, as was illustrated recently by Klüver et al. (2016).
These authors found that participants had substantially different
SDLP values between fixed base simulators, moving base simula-
tors, and a real car but the effect sizes as a function of secondary
task conditions were similar for these three hardware conditions.
In our study, the lack of subjective risk was  tried to be accounted for
by prescribing a task that penalizes risky behavior (i.e., ‘minimize
the number of cone hits’). Nevertheless, the fact remains that the
environment in the current study was  relatively uncomplicated,
featuring a single-lane road and no other road users, and there-
fore further research should investigate the external validity of this
simulator-based research.

4.10. Forced-paced versus self-paced experimental designs

Finally, this research indicates that future ADAS developers
should take into account human adaptations when assessing and
designing new systems. The speed adaptation found in this study
showed that driving at a fixed speed, as is done in much ADAS
research, may  give a distorted view of a system’s benefits. Although
fixing the speed is convenient because it homogenizes the chrono-
logical timing of events among participants, it also restricts drivers
from adapting to a system in a realistic way.

4.11. Conclusions and recommendations

In a driving simulator experiment, three designs of haptic guid-
ance were compared to unsupported driving, with the aim of
quantifying the influence of haptic steering guidance design on
speeding. As hypothesized, continuous haptic steering guidance
suffered from BA, in terms of an increased speed of 7 km/h com-
pared to the Manual condition. We  tested two  fundamentally
different remedial technologies (Band & ContRF): Band only pro-
vided feedback when driving out of bound, resulting in a system
that was  identical to Manual for 84% of the driving time, whereas
ContRF provided continuous feedback in 95% of time. These two
different approaches both successfully prevented BA with similar
lane-keeping performance and self-reported acceptance as contin-
uous guidance. Participants in our experiment drove 13 min  in each
of the four conditions; future research should address real-world
and long-term effects, and establish which cognitive mechanisms
are at play regarding the causes and remedies of BA.
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Appendix A. – Correlation Matrices
For each condition, the Spearman correlation was  calculated
between dependent measures (with an additional measure, the
mean absolute steering speed [deg/s]). The correlation matrices are
shown in the tables below.
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Table A1
Spearman rank-order correlation matrix for the Manual condition (N = 24).
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Mean speed 1.00
Percentage time above 125 km/h 0.68 1.00
Percentage time off-road 0.33 0.29 1.00
Mean absolute lateral error 0.40 0.44 0.93 1.00
Max  absolute lateral error 0.55 0.29 0.66 0.72 1.00
Mean lane return time 0.21 0.13 0.67 0.64 0.42 1.00
Median TLC −0.68 −0.68 −0.72 −0.77 −0.71 −0.47 1.00
NASA-TLX 0.03 0.00 0.23 0.37 0.37 0.27 −0.27 1.00
Mean steering reversal rate 0.20 0.24 −0.16 −0.10 0.10 −0.21 −0.39 0.21 1.00
Mean absolute driver torque 0.92 0.67 0.30 0.37 0.51 0.23 −0.75 0.10 0.45 1.00
Mean absolute steering speed 0.37 0.40 −0.04 0.05 0.23 −0.14 −0.52 0.20 0.93 0.62 1.00
DBQ  violations 0.08 0.16 −0.07 −0.10 −0.02 −0.14 −0.03 0.09 0.06 0.19 0.12 1.00
Mileage 0.25 0.04 0.03 0.05 0.04 0.18 −0.11 0.35 0.01 0.23 0.08 0.13 1.00
Weekly  driving 0.20 −0.02 0.07 0.08 0.10 0.17 −0.11 0.26 −0.06 0.26 0.05 0.22 0.81

Note: p < 0.05 for |�| ≥ 0.41, p < 0.01 for |�| ≥ 0.52 and p < 0.001 for |�| ≥ 0.63.

Table A2
Spearman rank-order correlation matrix for the ContRF condition (N = 24).
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Mean speed 1.00
Percentage time above 125 km/h 0.57 1.00
Percentage time off-road 0.19 0.20 1.00
Mean absolute lateral error 0.31 0.23 0.86 1.00
Max  absolute lateral error 0.00 0.13 0.83 0.59 1.00
Mean lane return time 0.26 0.16 0.66 0.44 0.50 1.00
Median TLC −0.54 −0.53 −0.42 −0.46 −0.50 −0.28 1.00
NASA-TLX 0.11 0.21 0.33 0.40 0.15 0.22 −0.13 1.00
Mean steering reversal rate 0.15 0.16 −0.07 −0.08 0.09 0.05 −0.66 −0.17 1.00
Mean absolute feedback torque 0.19 −0.13 0.73 0.76 0.59 0.33 −0.51 0.24 0.23 1.00
Mean  absolute driver torque 0.77 0.47 0.06 0.14 0.05 0.20 −0.57 0.28 0.31 0.10 1.00
Mean  absolute steering speed 0.29 0.18 −0.01 0.06 0.06 0.09 −0.69 −0.14 0.96 0.34 0.37 1.00
Usefulness scale −0.11 −0.19 −0.06 −0.20 0.15 −0.02 0.11 −0.24 −0.10 −0.03 0.13 −0.11 1.00
Satisfaction scale 0.19 0.19 0.13 0.08 0.38 0.05 −0.30 −0.25 0.05 0.05 0.11 0.06 0.54 1.00
DBQ  violations 0.25 0.23 −0.22 −0.17 −0.05 −0.20 −0.30 −0.03 0.27 0.04 0.31 0.32 0.32 0.35
Mileage 0.01 0.25 −0.11 0.08 −0.10 −0.06 −0.03 0.39 −0.08 −0.28 0.05 −0.09 −0.32 0.04

N

Weekly driving −0.04 0.07 −0.02 0.27 −0.05 −0

ote: p < 0.05 for |�| ≥ 0.41, p < 0.01 for |�| ≥ 0.52 and p < 0.001 for |�| ≥ 0.63.
.14 −0.08 0.30 −0.12 0.03 −0.06 −0.07 −0.37 −0.07
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Table  A3
Spearman rank-order correlation matrix for the Band condition (N = 24).
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Mean speed 1.00
Percentage time above 125 km/h 0.77 1.00
Percentage time off-road 0.10 0.15 1.00
Mean absolute lateral error 0.14 0.09 0.87 1.00
Max  absolute lateral error 0.32 0.41 0.77 0.63 1.00
Mean lane return time 0.10 0.08 0.89 0.71 0.67 1.00
Median TLC −0.65 −0.68 −0.55 −0.39 −0.73 −0.55 1.00
NASA-TLX 0.33 0.16 0.41 0.39 0.52 0.31 −0.37 1.00
Mean  steering reversal rate 0.27 0.32 −0.22 −0.44 0.13 −0.05 −0.44 0.04 1.00
Mean absolute feedback torque 0.36 0.35 0.89 0.81 0.73 0.83 −0.77 0.35 −0.04 1.00
Mean absolute driver torque 0.83 0.58 −0.04 −0.09 0.16 0.03 −0.63 0.28 0.54 0.28 1.00
Mean  absolute steering speed 0.35 0.43 −0.10 −0.30 0.25 0.05 −0.53 0.08 0.97 0.09 0.56 1.00
Usefulness scale 0.04 0.16 −0.11 −0.09 −0.08 −0.16 −0.01 −0.32 −0.07 −0.07 −0.13 −0.04 1.00
Satisfaction scale −0.24 −0.07 −0.15 −0.07 −0.22 −0.25 0.31 −0.62 −0.28 −0.20 −0.43 −0.28 0.63 1.00
DBQ  violations 0.07 −0.06 −0.03 −0.09 0.06 −0.03 −0.15 0.04 0.36 −0.07 0.10 0.37 −0.04 −0.04
Mileage 0.20 0.26 0.16 0.02 0.25 −0.05 −0.35 0.37 0.02 0.19 0.23 0.01 0.02 −0.25
Weekly driving 0.20 0.12 0.17 0.04 0.11 0.07 −0.35 0.11 −0.03 0.21 0.26 −0.05 0.11 −0.13

Note: p < 0.05 for |�| ≥ 0.41, p < 0.01 for |�| ≥ 0.52 and p < 0.001 for |�| ≥ 0.63.

Table A4
Spearman rank-order correlation matrix for the Cont condition (N = 24).
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Mean speed 1.00
Percentage time above 125 km/h 0.80 1.00
Percentage time off-road 0.22 0.38 1.00
Mean absolute lateral error 0.11 0.31 0.93 1.00
Max  absolute lateral error 0.41 0.36 0.79 0.67 1.00
Mean lane return time 0.16 0.17 0.73 0.65 0.70 1.00
Median TLC −0.49 −0.57 −0.60 −0.53 −0.56 −0.51 1.00
NASA-TLX −0.08 −0.13 0.28 0.26 0.24 0.16 −0.02 1.00
Mean  steering reversal rate 0.03 0.26 0.16 0.18 0.04 0.29 −0.62 −0.15 1.00
Mean  absolute feedback torque 0.45 0.60 0.84 0.79 0.66 0.60 −0.86 0.04 0.40 1.00
Mean  absolute driver torque 0.90 0.71 0.32 0.19 0.42 0.35 −0.64 −0.05 0.21 0.59 1.00
Mean  absolute steering speed 0.33 0.49 0.30 0.27 0.22 0.36 −0.77 −0.21 0.92 0.60 0.51 1.00
Usefulness scale 0.21 0.09 −0.44 −0.47 −0.31 −0.30 0.10 −0.50 −0.23 −0.20 0.22 −0.13 1.00
Satisfaction scale 0.29 0.20 −0.28 −0.28 −0.12 −0.28 −0.06 −0.49 −0.09 −0.07 0.18 −0.01 0.70 1.00
DBQ  0.11 0.09 −0.14 −0.15 −0.12 −0.19 −0.01 −0.19 0.00 −0.03 0.17 0.06 0.37 0.37
Mileage 0.12 0.00 0.21 0.28 0.19 0.10 −0.09 0.44 −0.23 0.18 0.18 −0.08 −0.20 −0.41

0.

N

R

A

A

A

Weekly driving −0.06 −0.13 0.27 0.35 0.15 

ote: p < 0.05 for |�| ≥ 0.41, p < 0.01 for |�| ≥ 0.52 and p < 0.001 for |�| ≥ 0.63.
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